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On behalf of Pathways School Gurgaon we extend a warm initiation to you to our inter-school competition on
technology - ROBONGIERS. This years’ focus is on bringing together elements of S.T.R.E.A.M. (Science, Technology,
Reading, Engineering, Arts, Mathematics)

We have identified S.T.R.E.A.M as the focus of ROBONGIERS as it complements the concurrent, shifting global
educational thinking and industry needs. Recall, first people referred to S. T. E. M (Science, Technology, Engineering,
Maths). Then later people realized the importance of creativity where “Arts” especially have value. “Reading” a later
addition as people realize that lots of science fiction especially has become reality. For instance, reading is included as
so much Science Fiction has become reality. e.g “The Three Laws of Robotics – Isaac Asimov, 1942” from which many
concepts have become reality. Films such as Minority Report, technology, concepts are not so futuristic etc.

Each Head of Department has considered a suitable Theme which they considers contemporary relevant and worthy
to provoke, challenge and stretch students’ curious minds.

This year, its is a collaborative team event, that encourages combined team entry across primary, middle and
secondary for all categories and students enter in teams of 3 i.e. 1 representative from each school (primary, middle,
secondary) segment. The inspiration behind this, is we are a continuum school and we see value also in different
perspectives however young, old you might be. Whereas an older student might well inspire a younger, indeed the
younger might have an amazing imagination that the older will benefits if harnesses etc.

Let’s challenge ourselves, venture into work collaboratively - connect!

CONCEPT NOTE – ANNUAL EVENT BY MYP



AIR PURIFICATION SYSTEM
An air purification system design for a
room keeping in mind indoor pollutants
and pathogens with special attention to
virus removal.
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SMART VILLAGE	DESIGNS
With technological invention and innovation in the
21st century, imagine holistic rural development to
create solutions for energy, transportation, street
lighting, waste mitigation (including e- waste), water,
security, and pollution eradication management.



Frankenstein by Mary Shelley looks at what happens when one man decides
to play God. His actions ultimately lead to his own downfall. Written at a time
of great social change (1818), Frankenstein is about the power of scientific
ambition and the dangers of going a step too far.

FRANKENSTEIN IN THE AGE OF A.I 



Children’s furniture-playground system, there is nothing to beat it,
after a stressful day to play physically a challenge yourself, climbing,
balancing, swinging, sliding, rolling etc. roundabouts, zip lines, sand,
dens, where imaginations can run riot....

MULTI - SYSTEM PLAYGROUND 



Kinetic sculpture is an art form that integrates
movement into three- dimensional art
sculptures. this type of kinetic art either
moves or creates the illusion of movement.
Example, Alexandar Calder. Kineticism is
typically achieved using air, wind, water,
magnetism, or electric motors.

WIND POWERED KINETIC SCULPTURE 



MATHEMATICAL MODEL TO 
PREDICT DAILY NEW COVID CASES



Mirjam Nilsson
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mirjam@contoso.com

www.contoso.com

206-555-0146

THANK YOU

Assam	Valley	School

AVM	- Arya	Vidya	Mandir	Mumbai

Bharathivenket School

Cathedral	vidya	school

Delhi	Public	School	Ghaziabad	Vasundhara

DLF	Public	School,	Ghaziabad

G	Global	School

Heritage	International	Xperiential Learning	School

Nanshan	High	School

Prometheus	School

Pathways	School	Noida

Pathways	World	School,	Aravali

Pathways	School	Gurgaon

TNS	School

The	Doon	School



Assam	Valley	School	
3rd position	in	Arts

Doon	School	
1st and	2nd position	in	Science

DPS	Ghaziabad	School	
3rd position	in	Technology

Nanshan	High	School	
1st position	in	Technology

Perse	School	Cambridge	
2nd position	in	Mathematics

Heritage	International	Xperiential Learning	
School	
1st position	in	Reading

WINNERS!!!

Pathways	School	Gurgaon	
1st position	in	Science
1st position	in	Engineering
2nd position	in	Technology
2nd position	in	Reading
3rd position	in	Mathematics

Pathways	School	Noida
1st position	in	Mathematics
1st position	in	Arts
2nd position	in	Engineering,
3rd position	in	Science
3rd position	in	Reading

Pathways	World	School	
2nd position	in	Arts
3rd position	in	Engineering



SCIENCE DISPLAY



TECHNOLOGY DISPLAY



READING DISPLAY



ENGINEERING DISPLAY



ART DISPLAY



MATHEMATICS DISPLAY



Dear Generation X,Y,Z, Digital Natives !

In reflection of this years Robongiers Competition event, dedication to S.T.R.E.A.M , we saw 143 students entries, representatives across not only Primary, Middle and Senior, but also
across Science, Technology , Reading, Engineering, Arts, Mathematics, Science and Technology . This was also across Continuums, representative of different age ranges, as an
encouragement from International Baccalaureate. S.T.R.E.A.M itself, is in fact a natural evolution and mirrors how at Pathways Gurgaon we have remained not only relevant to 'now', but
also embracing 'ahead', as N E.A.S.C calls 'Future Design Orientated Thinking', and find within our Education 2.0.

I hope that you agree, as the exhibits and entries speaks volumes, Head of Departments this year and their teams, have certainly provided fulfilling challenges to stretch and captivate
students. Each HOD involved, worked with spirit of Design Thinking to come up with relevant, meaningful topics. For instance, Reading, taking a well known classic Frankenstein and
considering this epic from perspective of A.I. in 2050. Kinetic Sculptors from Arts I fascinating, challenging perspectives…idea and importance of art that is not static. Technology: SMART
Village, expanding concept of Internet of things, sustainability, autonomous vehicles etc, all big, relevant topics, how we can live and thrive using Technology
purposefully. Engineering decided to dedicate concept of 'play', which personally feel whole world needs, coming out of our caccombs of lockdown, and needing a return to hands-
on, interactions, movement, self-discovery – seeing engineering as ‘fun’ as well as practical. Mathematics, hats off actual data Visualization of Covid data, of real significant…needs no
explanation. Data we all know the importance, but being able to interpret in a non technical, visual manner, certainly has it's place. Science, focused on a air purifier system. The likes of
Sir James Dyson would indeed be proud! How to remove toxins, pathogens, keep us healthy, these are worldwide concerns.

The actual event, spanned over two weeks, and all those involved , I hope agree worked well. Students were able to work within their teams and work as felt appropriate. It took some
coaxing initially, as of course it is not everyday that a Primary student gets privilege to work with Middle and Secondary and works visa versa. It was really good to see interest also from
overseas schools, one in UK, one in Taiwan, so we’d like to grow Robongiers even more next year.

Thank you for everyone’s support with this, appearing at quite a busy juncture in school Term, but nice start to 2022, and as we return to full school, good to see this was popular. I am
delighted from my perspective, at the high level of student entries, which I trust you agree speaks volumes for themselves and let the work itself speak to you on this. Remember every
entry you see, represents that of a Primary, Middle and Secondary student, working in collaboration, their entire efforts, their agency and creativity in expression and interpretation.

Lastly, I hope you all appreciate and can see why employers are so keen on STREAM related, both woman and men, required in a whole abundance of industries, which know doubt being
created as we read here.

I’d like all of us to please pat ourselves on the back here, to my School Director Captain Bajaj for his endorsement; Principals for their encouragements for us to works across the
schools; to the enormous amount of work from Heads of Departments for liaising and coordinating with their Teams; to the School Corporate office for making certificates and schools
Newsletter Teams who do a great job alongside school websites, social media channels for spreading awareness. To parents for encouraging participants. Lastly, none of this could have
happened without all students who took to this and saw all the way through, to their very bests. Attitude is everything and keep avid interest in all these areas. Thank you to Student
Councilors for their encouragements and peoples feedbacks and many emails in which is appreciated.

On behalf of everyone, many thanks and terrific job Robongiers 2022!

Jonathan Kelly
H.O.D Design Technology
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